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Alexandra Larina  

 

Hello my dear AEGEE-Praha family!  

As you may know, currently I am a Treasurer and unofficial 

warehouse keeper of AEGEE-Praha. Last year in board was so 

amazing, full of new experience and a lot of team work with 

great people, that I have decided to candidate for a second term 

for position of the Treasurer! 

For those who still do not know me or who have not see me: I 

will write some information about me (for those, who already 

know me, you can skip this part ;-)). My name is Sasha and I’m 24 years old and unfortunately 

I am not a student anymore. Although I used to study maps and navigations systems in CTU 

and Accounting. So if you are lost or have problems with your taxes, do not worry and rely on 

me!   

Now it is time to say something about my passion for AEGEE! I am a member of AEGEE-

Praha since 2010 and I am still in love with our organization. During my membership I have 

attended a lot of events such as 5xSU, exchanges, pre-Agora events etc. Now I will share with 

you my biggest AEGEE shame! Can you imagine that person, who during 6 years in AEGEE 

has not been to an AGORA? Yes, it is me! And this year I swear that I will definitely break 

this curse :-D 

I candidate for a position of the Treasurer, as I would like to apply my professional skills to 

help our antenna to develop and expand.  

 

Why you should vote for me? 

Since May 2016 I work as a professional accountant, that is why you can totally trust me with 

keeping finances of AEGEE-Praha safe. This year I would like to focus on organizing great 

SU in Prague, which will be between 20 best SUs of 2017. Also I will keep working on 

searching sponsors for our events. I will share more details of my ideas during the elections. 

In the end of my motivation letter I want to thank all AEGEE-Praha members, who was voting 

for me last year, it was a big honor to be the Treasurer of our legendary antenna!  Also I would 

like to thank people, who was in the board with me, you made this year so unforgettable for 

me   

VOTE FOR ME and see you on Thursday   


